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ACTS
My Hand, His Power
Acts 3:1-26

Acts’ 1st Miracle – v. 1-11
Was truly _______________ ...
 Its effects were _____________________ and permanent.

 Its effects were ___________ and undeniable.

  What is a ‘miracle’?

  What was the point of the miracle (sign)?

Was accomplished through ____________* MEN ...
 *Who were filled with the Spirit

 *Who were willing to be used by God 

 We can only ______ what we truly ______. 

“The ________ is Christ’s. The ______ is ours.” (Thomas Walker, Acts of the 
Apostles, p. 67)

Was clearly ______________ ...
 It was same in type and effect as those that ________ performed.

 It fulfilled _______________ about Jesus.

It created _____ and forced ______________ whose answers were only found in 
Jesus.

Was a display of the _________ in action ...
 The Gospel is not ___________ or merely ________________. It is ______________. 

 We have something to _____ that can be found nowhere else and in no one else.

Though filled with “_________ and _____________”, they were not _____________ 
by the sign. 

Peter’s 2nd Sermon – v. 12-26
11 While he clung to Peter and John, all the people, utterly astounded, ran together 
to them in the portico called Solomon’s. 12 And when Peter saw it, he addressed the 
people ...

He seized the _________________ to talk about Jesus. Then he ...

  “___________________________” from Old Testament to Jesus to now.

 _______________ them over their _____.

 __________________ the Gospel clearly. 

 _______________ them to respond with _______________ and ________.

____________ hope for those who ___________ and judgment for those who 
_________ to believe. 

And he reminded them of their special ______________ ...
26 God, having raised up his servant, sent him to you first, to bless you by turning 
every one of you from your wickedness.”

 _______________ is a blessing.

 _______________ is a blessing.

 _________________ is a blessing.

 _____________________ is a blessing. 

My next step: 


